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The Compactness Spectrum of Abstract Logics,
Large Cardinale and Combinat orlai Principles.
PAOLO LIPPAEINI (*)

Sunto. - Si studiano le conseguenze, per estensioni elementari, del realizzare
particolari tipi, che implicano l'esistenza di un elemento al di sopra di
un cardinale. Si generalizzano così alcuni teoremi riguardanti gli ultrafiltri. Si danno poi applicazioni alla Teoria dei Modelli Astratta, dimostrando che ogni logica (X+, À+)-compatta è anche (X, ^-compatta, purché
X sia un cardinale regolare.

0. - Introduction.
We analyze thè consequences of realizing a particular kind of
types, saving that there exists an element above a cardinal, thus
generalizing som© theorems about regular ultrafilters. We give applications to Abstract Model Theory: if A is regular, then every
(A+, A+)-compact logic is (A, A)-compact.
Ultrapowers are one of thè most important constructions in
Model Theory : to any ultrafilter D and any structure St one can
associate J| 91, which is (isomorphic to a) complete ewtension of 9(.
D
It turns out that some properties of D can be equivalently stated
as properties of thè ultrapower: thè example which will play a
major role in this paper, due to Keisler [CK, Exercise 4.3.34] is that,
if A is a regular cardinal, then D is (A, A)-regular iff in fj <A, <>
D
there exists an element larger than ali ordinals of A (regularity is
a quite naturai property of ultrafilters introduced by Keisler ; roughly,
D is (/u, A)-regular iff it can prove thè (A, /a)-compactness of first
order logic; if A is regular, then (A, A)-regularity can be equivalently
defìned as 2,-descending incompleteness or X-decomposability].
(*) Ricerca parzialmente finanziata dal G.N.S.A.G.A. (C.N.E.) e da
fondi M.P.I.
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Theorems abont nltrafllters can be reformnlated as theorems
abont complete extensions: as an example, for 1 and p regular,
thè statement « every (A, A)-regular ultrafìlter is (^, ^)-regular » is
eqnivalent to « if 31 is a complete extension of <A, <> and in 91
there is an element larger than ali ordinals of A, then in 9£ there
is an element less than /j but larger than ali ordinals of p » (this
property, known to be trne if A — ^+, in thè generai case depends
on thè axioms of Set Theory nsed: see e.g. [BF, XVIII, Theorem 1.5.6] or [Do]).
In this paper we mainly deal with thè case when 2£ is no more
assnmed to be a complete extension, bnt just an elementary extension (of some finite expansion) of <A, <> ; this modified notion
shall be denoted by A =>/*. It has applications to Abstract Model
Theory (see [BF] for a conceivably complete introduction to thè
snbject) by means of thè following equation: «complete extensions
are to [A, ^]-compactness what elementary extensions are to (A, {JL)compactness », and by extending thè techniqnes developed by Makowsky and Shelah connecting regularity of nltrafìlters and [A, p]compactness of logics (see [BF, Chapter XVIII] for a review;
[A, fjL\-Gompactness is a naturai and easy to handle strengthening
of (A, (i)-compactness: essentially, this amounts to assnming compactness for thè class of models of every i-theory).
Indeed, thè originai problem we started from was: «for which
cardinals A and p does (A, A)-compactness imply (^, ^-compactness'? ». We prove that, for A, /n regular, this is true provided that
A =>[i holds (and sometimes thè converse is also true); so that
our relation A =>• p is helpful in thè study of thè compactness spectra,
of logics (that is classes having thè form (A|.L is (A, A)-compact}).
Our main result is that, if A is regular, then A+ =>• A holds, so that
every (A+, A+)-compact logic is (A, A)-compact (with stili possible
but unlikely exceptions at singular A). We also prove that if L
is (A, A)-compact then L is (%, %)-compact for some cardinal K such
that Lxa, is («, x)-compact (were % inaccessible, it should be weakly
compact). The analogous results for [A, A]-compactness (every A,
and a measurable x) have already been obtained in thè 70's by
Makowsky and Shelah, and are much easier; also thè possible
spectra for [A, A]-compactness can be easily characterized (with
stili some gaps at singular cardinals [Lp2]).
Of course, our results about Abstract Model Theory could have
been proved (and in fact, they were originally proved) by directly
incorporating in thè proofs thè needed facts about thè relation
A => ju, and without explicitly mentioning it ; nevertheless, its isolation shows in a clearer way what makes things work; moreover,
we believe that it is interesting for itself and from thè point of
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view of « classical » Model Theory, and, anyway, there are some
connections with thè combinatorial properties E* and Dx, and with
large cardinals (see [KM] for an introduction and an exhaustive
review of known results).
Because of this we have organized thè paper in such a way
that almost ali thè results about A => p are presented in § 1 before
any application to Abstract Model Theory, though this may look
rather unnatural. The reader interested in Abstract Model Theory
only might begin reading § 2, going back to § 1 when needed. In
addition to thè main result Theorem 1.3, and after a remark about
thè cardinalities of some elementary extensions, in § 1 we prove
thè equivalence of A => n and its « relativized » version, and also
of some regularity properties of fìlters. The proof of Proposition 1.6
is indeed a very fìrst step towards a generalization for fìlters and
(A, jt)-compactness of what thè family UF(L) of [MS] is for ultrafilters and [A, /j]-compactness (thè possibility of such a generalization is one of thè most interesting problema left open in this paper).
Section 2 contains thè immediate applications to thè compactness spectrum. Under suitablecardinalityhypotheses,inTheorem2.5
we give several equivalents of thè statement « every (A, A)-compact
logic is (fi, /^)-compact »; there we also show that limiting oneself
to cardinality logics is not too restrictive to this respect (part (viii)
seems to be an application to cardinality logics of independent
interest). Easier proofs of slightly less generai results (but working
also for singular cardinals) are given in Theorem 2.7 using ultrafilters only.
In § 3 we take up thè study of thè connections between compactness and chamcterizability (equivalently, existence of maxima!
models). We show that compactness of a logic implies compactness
of infìnitary logics; so that many large cardinals are characterized
as fìrst cardinals for which some logic is compact. Some of our
methods are generalizations of methods already used for infìnitary
languages or cardinality logics (see e.g. [Dr] or [MB]) ; however
many of our results in § 2 and § 3 seem to be new even in these
very particular cases (see e.g. Corollary 3.11).
In § 4 we prove that thè combinatorial principle JE7* implies
thè property K => X and that this implication is strict. Hence, thè
set theoretical principle Dx affects thè possible compactness spectrums ; also, if A is singular and there is a (A+, A+)-compact non
(A+, o))-compact logic, then there exists an inner model with a
measurable cardinal (this can be indeed be improved to many
measurable cardinals).
Section 5 is quite outside of thè main theme of thè paper. We
exactly characterize thè compactness properties of logics generated
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by monadic quantifìers (in terms of thè compactness properties
of cardinality logics), thus generalizing results of [Lpl, § 5]. We
also show that for thè compactness of such logics we do not need
many large cardinals.
Finally, § 6 contains some generai remarks about some aspects
of thè present state of Abstract Model Theory.
Most of thè results proved in this paper were announced without
proof in [Lp2], [Lp4] and [Lp6].
We use rather standard terminology and notations (see for
example [BF], [CK], [KM], [Lpl]). \A\s thè cardinality of A-, if
A is a proper class, we put \A\ oo; and we set A < oo, for every
cardinal A; thè letters A, //, v are reserved for infinite cardinals,
while K may be any cardinal or oo. A <Ai is sup (A1*' [*'<[*} ; (< A.)1* —
= sup{A'" A'<A); (< A) < M is defìned similarly.
We cali (similarity) types what [BF] calls vocabularies-, in generai, for sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to thè single-sorted
case, however most of our results have immediate generalizations
to thè many-sorted case', we use thè word type also for elementary
types (that is, a collection of fìrst-order formulas with a free variable-usually x or y): when confusion may arise, we shall specify
which kind of type we are dealing with.
We shall present here an alternative defìnition of what a logic
is (cf. [KV]). We believe that this is a faster way to introduce
thè concept of a logic, moreover greatly simplifying notations;
of course, everything has a translation for thè more usuai defìnition.
An (abstract) sentence <p is a class of models of thè sanie similarity type r<p, closed under isomorphism (when 9? — 0 we have
to consider a differente false »-sentence for each type T; alternatively, see [Mu]). If 51 is a structure of type r, and r p rcpì then
we set W \= (p iff 21^ G <p.
-i, A? V? 3c are operators on sentences defined in thè naturai
way (as an example, 99 Vy is thè sentence (W [ rSt = rq> u ry, Vi \=cp
or St[=Y>}).
A logic, now, is just a collection of sentences, closed with respect
to suitable operators. The closure properties we require a logic to
satisfy are some what less than thè ones of a regular logic [BF], in
fact, thè properties listed in [Lpl, § 1] are enough (see e.g. [Ca],
[Lpl, Counterexamples 6.2 and 6.3] or [Lp5, Eemark 3.5] for things
that may happen without regularity). By quantifier we always
mean a relativizing quantifier as in [BF, II.4.1.4].
We wish to express our gratitude to P. Giannini for making
us under stand thè importance of thè ultraproduct construction.
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1. - On realizing types bounding a cardinal.
In this section we deal with thè model theory of fìrst order
logic only. We analyze thè consequences of realizing (elementary)
types of thè kind {a<x< A a < A), for A a regular cardinal; a
model realizing such a type is said to bound A. In thè case of
complete extensions of a model, as follows from a variation on
[Lpl, Lemma 3.2], this corresponds to taking a (limit) ultrapower
modulo a (A, A)-regular (limit) ultrafilter.
First we show that bounding A influences cardinalities.
1.1. PEOPOSITION. - (i) If A is regular, then there exists an expansion 2t of <A, <> such that r2l| = A+ and, whenever 2t < SS and SS
realizes (a < x \ < A), then A < B .
(ii) // A is regular, then there exists a finite expansion 2t of
<A + , <> such that whenever 91 < SS and SS realizes (a < x < A | a < A}
then |{a?EJ5|SS \=x< A}| > A.
PEOOF. - Since A is regular, there is a sequence (fp)pen+ of functions from A to A increasing modulo eventual dominance (that is,
for every fi < y < A+, there exists an apv such that, fv(a) > Ma),
for every oc>a/sr).
(i) Put 2t = <A, <, //j)^: if SS > 21 and SS \= oc < & (a e A),
then /0(&) are A+ different elements of J5 (/?eA + ).
(ii) Put 21 = <A+, <, />, where / is binary and /(/?, a) — //?(a)
(,S e A+, a e A) (/ is defined arbitrarily in thè other cases).
Note that in 1.1 we could also conclude that SS ({#G_B|3S 1=
|=£ì7<A}, respectively) contains a subset well ordered by < of
type A+.
Proposition 1.1 is a generalization of [CK, Exercise 4.3.13] for
A regular. It is not clear to what extent Proposition 1.1 can be
generalized. For example, if there are x functions (/Js)J8SX from A
to ju such that for every /? ^ y, fi, y G x there is (xpv e A such that
^(a) =£ fv(x) for every a>a0 v , then bounding A lifts a set of cardinality /j, to one of cardinality x; also [CK, Exercise 4.3.17] can
be generalized.
1.2. DEPINITION. - If A>^ are infinite regular cardinals, and
H is a cardinal, we write A ^> /j, iff there exists an expansion 21 of
<A, <> such that [T$[\{<}|<% and whenever SS>§( and SS realizes {a < x a e A}, then SS realizes {/? < 2/ < ^ | jS e ju}.
li x = co, we just write A => /*.
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Tbus, A ^> fi iff, for some tbeory T for a similarity type witb
at most x symbols (otber than <), every model bounding A also
bounds [i.
Trivial facts about thè relation A ^> /j, are that it is transitive
(for K fìxed) and is preserved by increasing x. Moreover, A => p
iff A ^> [JL, for every K with O < # < A (A relations can be coded by
thè ordinals of A, using a pairing function to bound arities); obviously, also ^>2 A gives nothing new (this is also true, but not trivial,
for thè variant introduced in Proposition 1.6); for x — O, cf. [CK,
p. 303].
Thus thè above notion is interesting only for thè case A<^<2 A .
Because of Theorem 2.5 (iv), Corollary 3.10 (6) and [Do, Theorem 4.5], if A is wealdy compact and -i J> then for every regular
^ < A, A => fJL is false, but A ^ p holds ; so that (if it is consistent
to bave a weakly compact cardinal) thè two notions are different.
We do not know what may happen for intermediate x.
The next theorem generalizes, for A regular, a result of Chang
(using GCH) and of Kunen, Prikry and Cudnovskii-Cudnovskii
independently without set-theoretical hypotheses: every (A+, A+)regular ultrafilter is (A, A)-regular (see [GN, Theorem 8.35]; we use
notations as similar to this proof as possible in order to mate thè
comparison clearer). Similar results holding also for A-singular are
stated without proof in [Lp4] and [Lp6].
1.3. THEOREM. - If oc is an infinite regular cardinal, tlien a+ =>x.
1.4. LEMMA (Ulani, Prikry) [CN, Lemmata 8.33 and 8.34]. If a>co, then tliere exists a, family (B^r])§<a,rì<x+ of subsets of a+ sucìi
that |a+\J -B^j<a, for t] < a+, and if A e or, | < a and \A\>
then P) B^n = 0. Moreover, £ < £' implies that B^ e B^r, .
neA

PEOOF OF TH. 1.3. - Let B?JÌ (|< a, rj < tx+) be as in Lemma 1.4.
Expand <a+, <> to a model St by adding:
(i) a ternary relation E such that M(r), £, x) holds iff £ < «
and so e Br
(ii) a binary function / such that, for a<^<a + , /(»?,—) is
a bijection from 77 onto a;
CrPcaj' I
(iii) a ternary function g such that, for ^'< 77 < o+and^ < a,
if jR(?/, |, 77"), then a > </(??, »/', |) > /(?;, ^') (this is possible since,
given ?/', \{ri'\rfeBfn^\<t\^\«x.ì and a is regular).
Let 95 > SI, and suppose that b E B and b > 77, for every 77 < o+.
There are two cases:
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(a) Tliere exists a TJ < cc+ sucli that for every £ < a, 95 |^=
But |a+\ -B^ <a> so that there exists ??'<«+ such that
95 >5l N=Va;>77' 3# < a E(ri1yìx)ì so that, as b>r)', for some
d e 5, 95 t=-R(??, d, 6).
But, since | < |' implies B^cB^r,, we have that | < d < a,
for every £ < a.
(6) For every 77 < a+ there is a . £„ < a such that 95 (=
, £„,&).
Then there exists | < a and a set X e a+, |J£| = a, such that
£„=!, for 7?e.X. Put ^ = sup JT: for every tyeJT, 951=12(1?, I, 6), so
that a >#(•>?, 6, f )>/(??, ??) ; but {/(??, ??) |?? eJTJ- has cardinality a,
hence is cofmal in oc, so that g(rj, 6, |) realizes thè type {£ <y <
< a||<a}.
Without thè use of / and g we could only prove (in thè terminology of [Lp4]) : (a+, a+) => almost (a, a) ; / and g give us thè
possibility of proving almost (a, a) => (a, a) . These two steps could
also be performed separately.
Theorem 1.3 suggests that there exists some relationship between thè relation A =>^a and regularity of ultrafìlters (in fact,
thè exact connection is with some form of regularity of prime
fìlters over fìelds of sets). Using this we can see that a seemingly
weaker version of A => /LI (a « relativized » form) is indeed equivalent to it.
1.5. DBFINITIONS. - If F is a fìeld of sets, we say that a collection X = (X((x))aei of members of F is (A, %)-regular iff :
(i) a < 0 e I => X(oc) D X(P) ; and
(ii) H ^(«) - 0«6A

If D is a prime (i.e. maximal) filter of F, (i) and (ii) hold and,
in addition:
(iii) JT(a)eD, for every a e A;
we say that X makes D (A, k}-regular.
D is (A, A)-regular iff some collection makes it (A, A)-regular.
This defìnition clearly extends thè usuai notion of a (A, A)regular ultrafìlter.
If F is over A, we say that F (or D) are almost uniform if, for
every a e A, then A\a= {a?|a<o?< A) belongs to F (or D).
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1.6. PROPOSITION. - If A> / a are regular cardinals, and ?c>A,
fhen thè following are equivalenti
(i)x A ^ n;

(ii)x (À^>/À relativized). Tìiere eocists a model 3t = <.A, A, <,
a, ...)*eA such that \rtyi <x, < is thè order on A and whenever SS = 31
S realizes (a < a? | a e A), tóew SS realizes [fi <y < fj,\fi E p}.
(iii)x There exists a 'field of sets F almost uniform over A s«c/&
F[<H, «WM? tt<?re exist at most K collections X<s (o E te) of members of F suoli that for every almost uniform prime filter D of F
there is o EX such that X<? makes D (p, fi)-regular.
(iv)» There exist a set J, a field F of subsets of I with \F\s^x,
a (A, À)-regular collection ^ and at most K collections Xa(ó E x) such
that every prime filter D of F made (A, À)-regular by U is made (/u, fj,)regular by some X<s.
If in addition either H = ^ or x>2 A , ihen thè preceding are also
equivalent to:
(v)x There exists a field of sets F almost uniform over A such
that |.F|<x and every almost uniform prime filter D of F is (//, /^)regular.
Indeed, for every K (iv)« => (v)x, (v)« => (iv)x#; and if ?tf>2 A , then
PKOOF. - (i) x ^"(ii)x, (iii)x => (iv)« and (iii)x => (v)% are trivial.
(ii)x =>(iii) x : let 2t satisfy (ii) and suppose w.l.o.g. that 31 has
Skolem functions. Take F to be thè set of ali subsets of A defìnable in 31 without parameters, and let {/,? j o e x} be ali thè definable funetions from A to (JL ; and, for every <5 e « and a e /z, let
Let now D be a prime fllter of F: J} can be extended to an
ultrafilter D' over A; let SS be thè substructure of f|$l generated
D'

by {d((x.)\ixE À}v {idv}, where d is thè canonical embedding. Sinee
SI has Skolem functions, SS = [] 21 = 91. Moreover, SS N= d(«) < ^D- ,
D'

for every a e A, as oc^D, so that, by (ii)x, for some term t (depending on some constants from 31), d(/?) < *(^0 < d(fji)ì for every
Let now /: A - J - / M be defined by f(P) = t(0) if t(p) < p and
/(/?) = O otherwise. / is clearly definable in 31, so that / = /<?, for
some o EX', now, if ae/j, then
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but, by Los theorem, thè last two sets belong to D', henee to D
(since they are already in F), so that JTa(a) e D and Xa makes D
(fa ^)-regular.
(iv)x => (ii)*: let /:!->! be defìned by:
/(i) = /S

iff ^ Y(/3) and f or every y < £ i e Y(y) ;

without loss of generality by rearranging thè Y(/S)'s we can assume
that / is onto.
Let 91 be thè model obtained from <I, 1, <, a, /><x6A by adding:
(a) a unary relation Ux for every JT e_F;
(6) for every o e KÌ a binary relation Ed such that Ro(i, oc)
iff i e X6(a) ;
(o) a function /<?: I -^^tt + 1 such that fd(i) — a iff not Rs(i, a),
and R6(i,oc'), for every a<a'.
Let SS =E ?t, and suppose that /? < 6 e A35, for every /? e A ; then
there exists a e E I58 such that f(c) = b. Let D be thè prime fìlter
over F defìned by: X e D iff SS |^ ^(c); D is made (A, A)-regular
by *y since Y(0) e D iff SS |^ (7rW)(o) iff e $ Y(/?)SB iff b = /(e) > 0.
Because of (iv) x , for some yen, Xy makes J> (^a, ^)-regular;
hence SI t= Va? e I fv(i) < n (by 1.5 (ii)), so that 58 |= /y(c) < /*;
moreover, for every a G ^5 /y(c) > a iff not JSy(c, a) iff not Ux,(a)(c)
iff Jfd(a) G -D, and this is true, as X makes D (fa /tt)-regular.
(iii)* => (i) x is similar to (iv)x => (ii)x and easier (indeed, it is
thè particular case when I = A and
(v)x =>(iii) x »; and if ^>2 A then (v)i« => (iii)x (this is because
there can be at most K^ or 2A, respectively, collections as in (iii)).
1.7. COEOLLARY. - If A is regular, fhen there exists a field F
of subsets of A+ such that \F\ A+ and every almost uniform prime
filter over F is (A, 2.)-regular.
PEOOF. - Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.6 (i) =>(v).
We do not know more direct proofs of (ii) => (i) and of (iv) =>
=>(iii) in Proposition 1.6. The possibility for (v) to be equivalent
to thè other conditions under weaker hypotheses is left open.
Other results about thè relation A ^ (JL are given in § 4, and
in Theorems 2.5 and 3.12.
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PKOBLEM. - Try to generalize other theorems about ultrafìlters
by expressing their properties in terms of elementary extensions.
Saturation leaves some possibilities open: see, e.g., Proposition 2.8
in thè particular case L = La>w •
2. - Applications to thè compactness spectrum.
First, we introduce «-(A, /-O-compactness, a concept intermediate
between [A, ^J-compactness and (A, ^-compactness; for «> A it represents what [A, ^j-eompactness and (K, fi)-compactness « have in
common ». This new intermediate concept is not strictly necessary
in this section, but gives our results a greater generality; it will
play a major role in § 3, where it will be shown to be connected
with maximal models and with characterizability of models; in
particular it will be useful in Corollary 3.11, where it will measure
what can be brought down from (6, 0)-compactness to (x, x)-compactness for a weakly compact cardinal K. In most of thè theorems,
at fìrst reading, one can take K = 1, so that x-(A, ^-compactness turns out to be equivalent to (A, p)-compactness (Proposition 2.2 (ii)) ; there is also thè possibility of taking K = oo, but in
such a way some theorems become known results about [A, fi]compactness.
A class K of models (of any type) is (A, /Li)-compact relative to L
iff thè following holds : whenever F e L, \F\ A and every subset
of F of cardinality less than /j, has a model in K, then F has a model
in K.
PBOPOSITION 2.1. — If L is a, logic, A> / a (ire infinite curdinals,
and K is a non-zero cardinal or co, thè ~following are equivalenti
(i) ij 27, jTc L, |27|<« and \F\ A, then Z U F has a model,
provided Z \j F' has a model, for every F'c F such that \F' \ p ;
(ii) if (Zojaeì. *s « collection of L-sentences and |27a|<x, /or
ae A, then U ^a ^«* a model, provided that U 2^ has a model, for
aeA

xeX

every X e A with \X\ /u,;
(iii) if |27j<x, ZcL, then Mod (27) is (A, (JL)-compact relative

to L.
Proposition 2.1 is proved as in [BF, XVIII, Proposition 1.1.1].
We say that L is «-(A, /u,)-compact iff any of thè above conditions
holds. The f ollowing proposition states some obvious facts about
this concept; (ii) and (iii) may be taken as defìnitions of (A,/*)compactness and of [A, ^]-compactness.
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PEOPOSITION 2.2. - (i) H-(A, /j,)-compactness is preserved by increasing JJL and lowering K and A.
(ii) for every x<A, x-(A, fj,)-compactness is equivalerti to (A, /*)compactness.
(iii) [A, fi]-compactness is equivalent to oo-(A, {À,)-compactness.
(iv) a logic is x-(A, fi)-compact ifj it is K-(V, v)-compact for every
v sucJi t'hai ^ < v < A .
(v) if *:>A, /ftw x-(cf (A), cf (A)) -compactness implies «-(A, A)(vi) x-(A, ^-compactness is a consequence of eiiher [A,
pactness or (sup («, A), [^-compactness.
Note tliat, by (ii) albove, without loss of generality we can
always suppose «>A. Moreover, by (iv), we can reduce thè study
of H-(A, fi) -compactness to thè study of «-(A, A) -compactness. Aiready A + -(A, A) -compactness considerably strengthens (A, A)-compactness :
PEOPOSITION 2.3. - If A is regular and L is a A + -(A, ^-compaci
logic, then any L-theory T of cardinality <A + Jiamng a model of
cardinality A has a model of cardinality > A+. In particular, L<oa>(Qoi+i)
is not ft)a+1-(ft)a, CD a) -compaci, provided a)a is regular.
PEOOF. - Let SS be a model of T of cardinality A; without loss
of generality suppose that B — A. Let SI be as in Proposition 1.1 (i)
and T' be thè iwco-theory of 9t, put E = T U T', F = (a<& a e A)
and use Proposition 2.1 (i).
Proposition 2.3 is true also for logics not having relativization
(if we use thè definition given in 2.1 (i)).
If L allo ws relativization, we clearly have a relativized forni
of Proposition 2.3 (that is, we consider thè cardinality of [x\
for some unary predicate U in a model, instead of thè cardinality
of thè whole model).
Notice that thè proof of Proposition 2.3 would be considerably easier assuming (A+, A+) -compactness (which is stronger than
A + -(A, A)-compactness) : let F say that (c«)«6A+ are A+ different constants (and this works also for A singular).
The conclusion of Proposition 2.3 in thè particular case L =
— L<o<o(Qi] is implicit in [ME] ; indeed, they could prove that if
coa<2 tó then L(oo>(Qa) is not a><x-(o>, co)-compact. Also, if x, A are
as in Proposition 3.15, and coa = A < A"*, then Lmm(Q»+i) is not
a)«+i-(co, co) compact. lotice that, on thè contrary, if co« = (2W)+
then Loxo(Q») is even [co, co]-compact.
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The next theorem gives us thè way for applying thè coneepts
introduced in § 1 to thè compactness spectrum of logics.
2.4. THEOREM. - If A>/J are regular cardinals, and A ^> /u,, ihen
every «-(A, ^-compaci logic is x-([t, fj,)-compact.
PKOOF. - Suppose by contradiction that L is ?<-(A, A)-compact
and 27, {o0 \ E fj} — F is a counterexample to thè x-(ji, p) -compactness of L; and let 9t be an expansion as in Defìnition 1.2.
Let 27* say that {x\U(x}} is isomorphic to an icoo-elementary
extension of 2C and that for every fi E /u /u^y^/3 implies that
{x | /(a?) = y) is a model of 27 U {o>}; and put F* — (c>a a e A).
Now, as A and ^ are regular, 27* U F* has a model SS by #-(A, A)compactness, but then, because of T7*, and since A ??> /f, in SS there
exists a & such that fi > b > fi, for every fi E /A and then 27* U F*
implies that {#)/(#) = &} is a model of 27 U F, a contradiction.
In some cases, a converse of Theorem 2.4 holds:
2.5. THEOEEM. — If A>/* are regular cardinals, then for every K
and %' such that oo > j<' > ;>< > 1 and «'>2 A , thè following are eguivalent :
(i) A ^ / w ;
(ii)

A ^/j;

(iii) 6??ery (A, h}-regular ultrafilter over A *s (,a, ju,)-regular-,
(iv)

«wry (A, À)-regular ultrafilter over any set is ({t, /u,)-regular',

(v) ever^/ «'-(A, À)-compaet logic is x-(/u, [A] -compaci;
(vi)

«wer^ [A, A]-compact logic is (p, ^-compaci;

(vii) every [A, X\-compact logic generated by at most p, cardinality quantifiers is (/j,, ^-compaci;
(viii) if K is a set of ordinals, has order type ju, and is such that
v<.o}x implies v*<. co«, for every txEK, and such that eiiher cf (coa) > A
or cf (co») = /u, for every ae _ZT, and if x'— sup K, and K'= K U
U (a'}, then thè logic L = lKoa>(Q<x)»eK' *s not [A, X\-compact.
PKOOF. - The equivalence of conditions from (i) to (iv) is a
consequence of Proposition 1.6; (ii) => (v) is a consequence of Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2. 2 (i); (v) => (vi) is a consequence of
Proposition 2. 2 (i) (iii); (vi) => (vii) is trivial.
(vii) => (viii) It is enough to show that L is not (/LI, yuj-compact.
Indeed, a counterexample is given by a set of sentences saying:
(a)
there are less than co^ elements;
(&)« there are at least o>« elements (a e .E).
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(viii) => (iii) Suppose by contradiction that D is a (A, A)-regular
not (/n, /ij-regular ultrafìlter over A, and let K, K', and L be as
in thè hypotheses of (viii) ; if fyj)^ are cardinals, and {/? e A |
\vp< o)x'} ED, then, since cf (GV) = (JL and D is not (^, ^)-regular,
there is V<CD»> such that {/? | r/s < v} 6 D, and hence

n "/» < n

for some

By [Lpl, Corollary 4.5 (iv)] this implies that (D, 7) EFv(Lmo)(Q^)},
for every cardinal v, where F = $ ( A x A ) . In a similar fashion,
thè cardinality hypotheses on co« imply that (D, V) e Fv(Lma>(Qa}},
for every cardinal v and for every C&G K. Then, by [Lpl, Corollary 3.5], L would be [A, A]-compact, a contradiction.
Concerning Theorem 2.5, we do not know if in (vii) we can
replace « at most p » with « one » (if we ask for [/n, /*]-compactness
instead of (//, ^)-compactness, we can do this, as is shown by a
variation-indeed, a simplifìcation-of thè proof). Since it is known
that (iii) is a property of set-theoretical nature, it follows that, so
is A ^ fi: we shall see more detailed connections in § 4.
By thè above remark, thè [A, A]-compactness spectra of logics
and thè (A, A)-regularity spectra of ultrafìlters are very similar.
The situation changes if we consider [A, Jtt]-compactness and (^ A)regularity: indeed, a (A+, A+)-regular ultrafilter is necessarily (A, A)regular, but this does not imply (A, A+)-regularity (see e.g. [Do]).
Proposition 2.2 (iv) with x — oo shows that for logics thè situation
is radically different.
In view of Theorem 2.5, it is possible that thè following holds:
A ^> [A, iff every x-(A, A)-compact logic is «-(ji*, /w)-compact; anyway,
this is true if V = L (see Corollary 4.4). It is possible also that
thè right notion for characterizing when (A, A)-compactness implies
(^, ^)-compactness involves fìlters (cf. Proposition 1.6).
Nevertheless, we can put together Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 1.3
(if A = co«, let A+" be o^+J:
2.6. COEOLLAEY. - If A is regular, then every %-(A+ra, A+w)-compact logic is «-(A, ^-compaci.
In particular, if A is regular then every (A+ra, À+n)-compact logic
is (A +n , l)-eompact.
In some cases we have a similar result whose proof refers only
to regularity of ultrafilter. lotice that in thè following theorem A
and yare not necessarily regular.
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2.7. THEOKEM. - Suppose that x>2*<* and that every (A, A)regular ultrafilter is (v, v)-regular. Then every tt-(A+n, ?i+n)-compact
logic is x-(v, v)-compact.
If tt>sup (A4-", 2A<A}, then every (x, À+n)-compact logic is («, A)compact.
PROOF. - Let us say that H e &i(A) is cofinal in &i(A) iff for
every x e $;,(A) there exists y e H such that a? e y ($A(A) is thè set
of subsets of A of cardinality less than A).
Let cf &i(A) =inf {\S\\H is cofìnal in &i(A)}. It is not difficult to show that A<cf &.(A)< |$A(A) — A < A ; and that if A is regular, then cf ^(A) = A. We shall actually prove thè theorem with
thè weaker hypothesis ?i;> 2 3Up(cf5Aa) ' of V V)) . Because of this remark,
and [GN", Theorem 8.35], thè theorem will follow just from thè case
n = 0.
By standard methods (see e.g. [Lpl, Lemma 3.2]) one can prove
that if H is cofinal in &i(A) and {a} e H, for every a e A, then an
ultrafìlter D is (A, A)-regular iff in \\, e, {a})^ there is se such
that d({oc}) e x, for every a e A. D
Suppose that J?, F = {a* \c E v] e L are such that I, < K and
if F'cF and F'\<v then 27 U/" has a model. We construct a
model of £ U F as follows: let H, K be cofinal in &i(A), >Syv(^),
respectively, of minimal cardinality; and let 91 be thè completion
of thè model (H U X U A, e, IT, 5T, (a}>«eA (that is, thè model obtained from it by adding a symbol for every Constant, relation or
function in H U K U A). Let T be thè icow-theory of SI; and let
Z1* say that {x \ is a model of T and, for ali a e p, (a) e a?
and ^(a?) imply that {y \ = OD} is a model of 27 U {(Ta) ; and let
By «-(A, A)-compactness, Z1* U I7* has a model SS, and SS|p is a
complete extension of W; because of [CK, Theorem 6.4.4] there
exists a model © such that St< (£|t/ <$&[#? e e O and (£|p- ^ H^'
D
for some ultrafìlter Z>. Because of e, D is (A, A)-regular, hence
(v, v)-regular, so that in &\jj there is a d such that {a} c<?, for every
a e v ; hence in SS [y\1(y) = d} is a model of E U /".
It is possible that thè hypothesis «>2 A<A in Theorem 2.7 can
be weakened (maybe to «>2 A ; this is indeed true for thè second
statement [Lp4], as well for thè case of both A and v regular. A
slight variation on thè proof shows that tt>cf S (y)cf 5x^ ig enough.)
Anyway, if A is a weakly compact cardinal and there is no uncountable measurable cardinal smaller than A, then every (A, A)-
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regular ultrafilter is (co, co)-regular; but there is a (A, A)-compact
logic not (co, co)-compact.
We remark that we can define also cf ^(A) in a similar way:
this notion seems interesting for thè study of (A, ya)-regularity.
A generalization of Kònig lemma gives cf (cf $*(A)) > cf x.
Finally, we mention without proof:
2.8. PKOPOSITION. - If 91 = <A, co, <, ...y and L is countably
generated then there exists an expansion $l+ of 9t sueh that |r5l+|<
< IrSl]40 and whenever 93 ^L^L+ and 93 realizes {n < oc\n e co) then
93 realizes every countable consistent i-type over any finite subset
of B (that is, if {fpi(xì c)}iS(0 are .L-formulas, e = (clì ..., cJeJS",
and for every finite F e co there is d e B such that 93 t=^ (pi(àì e)
(i e F) then there is d e B such that 93 t= q>i(d, e) (i e co)).
Indeed, thè only hypothesis needed abont L is that if |r|<
<|T3l|w then L has at most IT^® sentences of type T.
Notice that a 93 realizing such a type exists in case L is
|Th z ($l + )|— (co, co)-compact.
On thè contrary, if L — iCoa)(Cf==a>), 93 =£ <co, <> and {cn}neco are
infinitely many elements of B cofìnal in 93, then 93 does not realize {cn<d}new.

3. - Large cardinals and ìnfinìtary logica.
3.1. DEFINITIONS. - We say that a logic N characterizes a cardinal A (wiih p sentences) iff there is a (consistent) ^/"-theory T
with a unary predicate U (and |T|<,a) such that in every model
of T [x\ is a model isomorphic to <A, <,?«>«eA- Olearly, if N
characterizes A, then N characterizes every cardinal < A.
A model 3t is N-maximal iff it has no proper JV-elementary
extension; maximal predicates are defined similarly (see [MS, section 1.6]). It is easy to show that if 51 is J^-maximal (or has an
JV-maximal predicate P) then N characterizes \A\, respectively) with |Th^(5l)| sentences; and, conversely, if N characterizes A, then there is a model with an Jf-maximal predicate of
cardinality A.
We denote by JVaj9 thè logic obtained from N allowing conjunctions and disjunctions of < a sentences, and universal or existential quantifìcation over < (3 constants. If N is also closed under
applications of thè (finitary) quantifìer Q, we also allow Nap to be
closed under fìnitely many applications of Q.
56
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3.2. THEOEEM. - If thè logic N is fj,-(vì x)-compact, and characterizes every A'< A wiih [A sewtences, ihen also N^ is /^-(v, x)-compact.
PBOOF. - We fìrst observe that, under thè hypotheses, N characterizes every A'< A with p sentences, so that N cannot be ju-(A', A')compact and hence «;>A. By Proposition 2.2 (ii) we may also suppose that fj,>v.
Suppose by contradiction that Z1, F is a counterexample to
thè /j,-(v, tt)-compactness of N^ and, for every A'< A, let UÀ- be
a new unary relation symbol, and let ZA- be such that |ZA-|</j
and in every model of ZA', {x U^(x)} is a model isomorphic to
(A', <, a}«6A' (without loss of generality, we can suppose that thè
types of £ U r and of thè ZV's have no symbol in common).
For every subformula <p(x) = /\/\ of some sentence a of
«6A'<A

Z"u F, thè <pa(iè)'s being formulas of N, let U^ be a new (n + l)-ary
relation symbol, where n is thè number of variables of (p(x) (n is
finite, since o1 is a sentence, and we can quantify away only a
finite number of variables). !N"ow, for every such 9?, substitute
(p*(x) = yy(~Uv(y) ^^(T/, #)) for 9?(ir), for every occurrence of (p(x)
inZu/ 1 . Similarly, substitute 3y(Ui'(y)/\R<p(y, x)) for W <?«(%)•
«eA'<A

Let 27* and F* be obtained from 2 and F by iterating transfinitely this procedure of substitution : an easy induction on thè
complexity of sentences of N*.a> shows that we need to introduce
at most sup (\Z\, A)</« new relations !£#& and then
Z1* u (ZA- | A'< A} U {VX(<PK(X) o R<p(<x, x)) \<p as above, a< A'}
and jT* give a counterexample to thè fj,-(v, «)-compactness of N.
We remark that in thè proof of 3.2 we made a substantial use
of thè fact that in NAW we do not allow quantification over infinite
sets (even in thè case that this is allowed in N). Indeed, Theorem 3.2 cannot be generalized:
3.3. EXAMELE. - Let Cf=^ and WO be thè quantifiers interpreted by:
Cf=v« xy q>(sc, y) iff <p defìnes a linear order of cofinality fi
and

WO xy 99(0?, y) iff (p(x, y) defìnes a well order .
(Usually, Cf-0 is denoted by Q Cf=/i ; however, we believe that
our notation is simpler and creates no confusion).
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Then, if p is a measurable cardinal, thè logic -Z^a>(CJN*) is
[fi, ^u]-compact and characterizes every fi'<[4 with p' sentences; but
Ltia>i(Cf=''t) is not [p, /^-compact (indeed, already L^WO, Cf=") is
not (fa /^-compact).
Thus, with thè order defined in [KV], [/*, ,a]-compact logics do
not form a lattice, but just a meet semilattice (this is true also for
fully compact logics: it is possible to fìnd an example of two compact logics whose union is not compact).
PEOOF. - The [a, //]-compactness of L^Gi^) is similar to [Lpl,
Example 6.1] : use a non principal ^-complete ultrafilter over /*,
an anti-well-order of type [A, with a well-order of type o> at thè
bottom (this is done in order to prevent thè possibility of changing
to fi eofinalities which are unboundedly < /*).
On thè contrary, L(om(WQ, Ofa^) is not (//, ^J-compact, since
every model with a linear order satisfying thè f ollowing sentences :
WOxy x<y
must be well-ordered of type fj,.
CONJECTUEES. - The logic Litm(Ci=i*) has thè same compactness
properties of L^, for every cardinal /a.
If N is closed under applications of WO, then thè conclusion
of Theorem 3.2 can be extended to Nu (at least when A is not a
too large cardinal).
In some cases however, we have an analogue of Theorem 3.2
for infìnitary quantifìers; thè proof of thè f ollowing proposition
uses [Lpl, Proposition 6.5.1] (it is likely that also thè version for
(vì x)-compactness holds).
3.4. PROPOSITION. - If N is [v, x]-compact, contains Lpp and
characterizes every A'< A, then also NA$ is [v, x]-compact.
If N is a logic, let Nwm be thè least sublogic of N^ containing N as well as /\j\<p», whenever {tpa}*^ are ^-sentences and
>9?«, for every a</SG / w. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be
adapted in order to give: if X^/n are regular cardinals and N is
(A, ^-compaci but not (/z, fj,)-compaot, then also N(Ma) is (A, %)-compact.
Indeed, thè hypothesis that N is not (p, ^)-compact could be
replaced by thè weaker « A^> p, fails », which is defìned as in 1.6 (ii)
but referring to JV-elementary equivalence.
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3.5. LEMMA. - If thè logic N characterizes X with fj, sentences,
tìien N characterizes A+ with sup (/«, A+) sentences.
PEOOF. - First, observe that N is not [i-(À.+, A+)-compact, by
thè remark after Proposition 2.3.
Hence, a set of [A JV-sentenees cofinally cliaracterizes A+ (cf. [BF,
XVIII, Definition 1.2.1]); and, if for every a such tliat A < a < A +
we say that /« is a bijection from oc to A, and we characterize A,
we have completely characterized A+.
3.6. LEMMA. - If A is singular and N characterizes every A'< A
wfàfe fj, sentences, ihen N characterizes A with sup (A, ^) sentences.
PEOOF. - Since cf (A) < A, cf (A) is characterizable, so that A is
characterized by characterizing every A'< A, as well as a cofinal
sequence in A.
3.7. LEMMA. - I/ A is a, regular limit cardinal, N characterizes
every A'< A with (JL sentences and N is not ^'-(A, ^-compaci, then N
characterizes A with sup (A, p', fj,) sentences.
PEOOF. - As in thè preceding lemmas, we use thè failure of
//-(A, A)-compactness of L in order to cofinally characterize A.
3.8. LEMMA. - If L characterizes A with fj, sentences and A' wiih
fj,' sentences and K is either A A/ , (< A)A', A <A/ or (< A)<;1', */i6w i cMracterizes K with sup (x, (JLÌ [JL'} sentences.
PEOOF. - For K = AA/, characterize X' and A, and mate correspond (using a ternary relation) a distinct ordinai of AA' to a
distinct function from A' to A, saying that ali thè functions are
distinct.
For thè other cases use thè fìrst part and Lemma 3.6.
3.9. THEOEEM. - If /*< oo, and N is a logic, then thè following
are equivalent:
(i) A is thè first cardinal such that N is /j-(A, À.)-compact',
(ii) A is thè first cardinal which is not characterized by sup (A, p)
sentences of N.
Moreover, if this is thè case, then also N^ is ^-(A, ^-compaci;
indeed, if /*'>/*, then N^m is fj,'-(v,}t)-compact iff so is N. In particular, A is a cardinal such that Lzm is /J-(A, %)-compact.
If, in addition, 2 < A < / u, then A is strongly inaccessible, hence
weaMy compaci; and if 2 A <^, then A is measurable.
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PROOF. - From Theorem 3.2 and Lemmata 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.
For thè last conclusion, note that if N is 2 A -(A, A)-compaet, then
F^N) n Eeg (A, A) ^ 0, by [Lpl, Proposition 3.3], so that there
exists a A-complete non principal ultrafìlter over A.
We can now characterize many large cardinals as fìrst cardinals
for which some logic satisfies some compactness property (other
results in this direction are contained in [Ma]). Weakly and strongly
compact cardinals were originally defìned as cardinals for which
infìnitary languages are compact: Corollary 3.10 shows that thè
results would have been thè same even if thè starting point were
different logics.
3.10. COBQLLARY. - (a) LKm is (x, x)-compact iff there is a logic L
such timi x is thè first cardinal for wMcJi L is (x, x)-compact.
(b) x is weaJcly compaci iff there is a logic L such that x is thè
first cardinal for which L is 2<}t-(x7 x)-compact iff x is strong limit
and ihere is a, logic L such that K is thè first cardinal for which L is
(x, x)-compact.
(e) [BF, XVIII, Theorem 1.5.2] K is measurable iff there ù a
logic L such that K is thè first cardinal for which L is [K, x]-compact
iff there is a logic L such that x is thè first cardinal for which L is
2*-(x, x)-compact.
(d) x is ^.-compaci iff there is a logic L which is [A, x]-compact
but noi [/*, /j,]-compaot for every /j, < x.
(e) x is strongly compact iff there is a logic L which is [oo, x]compact but not [,M, fj^-compact for every p < x.
3.11. COROLLARY. - If a logic N is (0, 6)-compact, then there
exists a x<;0 such that N^m is 6-(x, x)-compact and either x is measurable (or co) or 6 < 2*.
PROOF. - Take x to be thè first cardinal such that N is 0-(x, x}compact.
For thè case N = ~Lmìm Corollary 3.11 strengthens a theorem
of Bell [Di, p. 186], Incidentally, this may be seen as another
example of thè success of Abstract Model Theory in solving concrete problems for very particular logics [MS, p. 292],
Weakly compact cardinals were originally defìned by Hanf as
cardinals for which LM is (x, ?c)-compact: thè eventuality that this
definitici! does not imply (strong) inaccessibility of x is seen in
many texts as a defect, so that nowadays « weak compactness »
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incorporates inaccessibility right in thè defmition. However, in
this paper we show that, to some extent, also Hanf's notion is
very naturai and interesting (unless thè concept of (x, tt)-compactness is obsolete—we believe this is not thè case). We remark that
we do not know of any example of a cardinal K such that L^x is
(x, «)-compact but K is not inaccessiblevwe also do not know
whether thè (x, ^)-compactness of LWttì of its propositional part, f
and of I/m can be equivalent without assuming thè inaccessibility
of K (however, by an argument of [Si], it is possible that K is weakly
inaccessible, has thè tree property but LKIO is not (x, ^)-compact).
Also thè problem of characterizing relative minima in thè compactness spectrum is completely open (and maybe very hard in
thè generai case).
PEOBLEM. — Characterize those cardinals x such that there
exists a A < x and a logic L which is (x, *:)-eompact but not (v, v)compact, for every regular vì X<v<x. Frorn thè statement of
Corollary 3.10 we can obtain similar problems; e.g., for which
cardinals x there exists a logic L such that x is thè least cardinal
for which L is [oo, «]-compact?
We remark that, by Corollary 4.3, if there is no inner model
with a measurable cardinal, A < x and there exists a logic (x+, x+)compact not (v, ^)-compact for every v, )i<v<xì then x must be
weakly inaccessible.
On thè other side, by a result of [BM], and [Lp2, Theorem 7]
it is possible (assuming thè consistency of a «+-supercompact cardinal x) to have a logic [co<»+1, to(o]-compact not [o>n, o)J-compact
for every w>l (this can be improved to not (o>re, coj-compact, by
a variation on Theorem 2.5 (viii)).
The relation A ^> ^ is connected with compactness properties
of infìnitary languages:
K

3.12. THEOEEM. - If x^Q, then A A co iff Lmi<0 is x-(A, /)compaci.
The proof of Theorem 3.12 is similar to thè one of Theorem 3.2.
Clearly, in Theorem 3.12 we can replace L^m with LU(0, if fi is thè
first cardinal such that L^ is x-(^ //J-compact.
Moreover, with suitable modifications, we can extend Theorem 3.12 to larger cardinals.
3.13. DEPINITION. - If A, fj,f (i e I) are infinite regular cardinals,
and K is a cardinal, we write A => V Pi iff there exists an expanÌEI

sion 9( of <A, <> such that |r3t\{<}|<?< and whenever SS > 91
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and SS realizes (a < x \ < A), then for some i e I SS realizes
3.14. THEOEEM. - If x ^ O, then A ^> V /*' does not nold iff L^
is »-(A, ^-compaci.
^'<ft
We remark that similar methods give a (maybe new) generalization of a theorem by Rabin in a difl'erent direction than Keisler's
version [CK, Theorem 6.4.5]:
3.15. PROPOSITION. — If K is thè first cardinoti for wJiich L^^
is (x, K) -compaci, and A < », A<?><A W , ihen there exists an expansion 9t of <A, <> such that T^,\ v and every proper elementary
extension of 91 has cardinality >v.
On thè contrary, if ^ is measurable and A is thè least cardinal
of eofìnality co larger than 2*", then A has a proper complete extension of cardinality A, yet fr° > 2. (cf. also [CK, Exercise 6.4.12]).
3.16. PEOPOSITION. - If ^i is a model, A is less than thè 'first
cardinal H for which Lm^ is (x, x)-compact, and L is countdbly generateti, then there exists an expansion 2l+ of 91 such that |-r9Ì+|<
sup (m**, |T9ljco) and every proper L-elementary extension SS of 9l+
realizes every countable consistent L-type over any finite subset of B
(cf. Proposition 2.8).
4. - Consequences of E^ and D^.
If A < x are regular cardiiials, let S* be {a < x |cf a — A). The
combinatorial principle E^ states that there exists a subset A of S*
stationary in x such that, for ali limit a < », J. n a is non stationary in a.
Let y: ^ x A - > » be such that for every O e 8* {y(0, 1)|I<A}
is an increasing closed cofinal sequence in o. If JTc$*, say that
/: JT-^ A is a disjointer for X iff, whenever 5, r ] ^ X and ò^r),
we have that {y(d, I) 1 1 > /(«)} n {y(^ I) 1 1 > /^)} = 0.
4.1. THEOE.EM. - If A < » are regular cardinals and E* Jiolds,
then » => A.
PBOOF. - Suppose by contradiction that » => A fails and let y
as above be fìxed. By [KM, p. 220], in order to prove that E*
fails it is enough to prove that if A e S* is stationary and for
every a < » there is a disjointer /« for A n a then there is a disjointer for A.
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Consider thè model SCft = <«, <, A, y, />, where /: A Xx -> A is
defìned by /(a, <5) = f»(ò) if o e J. n a, and arbitrarily in thè other
cases.
Since K => 1 fails, there exists 9^ > 501 such that a? e N and
#><5, for every o £ «; but no element # e JV is such that for every
f < A | < 2 / < A (without loss of generality we can assume that
x e A31, as A is cofinal in %). Now, thè fact that, for every oc<x,
/(a,—) is a disjointer for A n a can be expressed as a fìrst order
statement, by saying that for every a e A and o =£ r\ A C\,
y(<5, (/(a, o), A)) n 7(77, (/(a, ??), A)) - 0.
So that in 9?, for every <5 ^ 17 e J.^,
y(a, (/(a?, o), A)) O y^, (/(o?, »?), A)) = 0 ;

but thè range of / is contained in A, so that for every o E A there
exists £ < A such that /(#, o) < |. If /*(<S) is thè least such £, then
clearly /*: J. ->A is a disjointer for A.
This proof is very similar to thè one given in [KM] using a
-^A, A)-regular ultrafìlter over K. Indeed, that proof can be performed by considering thè above model Wl and just taking its
ultrapower.
4.2. COROLLARY. - // Dx holds, then x+ => A Jiolds for every regula/r cardinal A < x; and hence, every («+, x,+}-compact logic is (A, A)compact; hence also (K+, a))-compaot.
PROOF. — If K = co (or just x < co^} Theorem 1.3 is enough and
we do not need \3K. Otherwise, n^ implies Exx+ [KM, p. 221], and
thè conclusion follows from Theorems 4.1 and 2.4, and Proposition 2.2 (iv) (v).
It is known that, for % > co, Dx is a consequence of either
V — L (or even V = K) or « K+ is not Mahlo in L » ; so that thè
conclusions of Corollary 4.2 also hold under such hypotheses. We
also have:
4.3. COROLLARY. - If K is singular and there is no inner model
with a, measurable cardinal, then K+ ^> A holds, for every regular
A < K. So that every (x+, x+)-compact logic is («+, co)-compact.
PROOF. - By Corollary 4.2 and some results by Dodd and Jensen
([KM, p. 222] or [Do, Theorem 3.12]).
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4.4. COROLLARY. — (V = L). For a regular cardinal x, thè following are equivalenti
(i) x is weaMy compact.
(ii) For some (equivalently', every) regular A < x there is a
(x, x)-compact logic not (A, h)-compact.
(iii) x => A fails for some (equwalently, every) regular A < «.
(iv) EX jails for some (equwalently, every) regular A < x.
In particular, if V = L, tfien for every regular A and x, thè
properties E*, x => A and «every (x, x)-compact logic is (A, ^-compaci » are ali equivalent to each other.
PKOOF. - (iv) => (i) is due to Jensen [KM, p. 219]. The other
implications follow from Corollary 3.10 (b) and Theorems 2.4 and 4.1.
It is conceivable that thè assumption V— L can be weakened
in Corollary 4.4 (indeed, it is nsed only in (iv) => (i)). Nevertheless,
we cannot go too far: by a result of Baumgartner [KM, p. 222] we
cannot prove thè converse of Theorem 4.1.
4.5. COROLLARY. - If ZFC + « There exists a weakly compact
cardinal » is consistent, then it is consistent to assume that FJ™^ jails.
On thè contrary, a)z=>ù) always holds, because of Theorem 1.3.
It is very likely that thè proof of [Do, Theorem 1.4] can be
adapted in order to show that, for n^k regular cardinals, D~ implies x => A.

5. - Logics generated by monache quanlifiers.
We now characterize thè compactness properties of monadic
quantifìers (more precisely, we reduce it to thè problem—not yet
completely solved—of thè compactness properties of cardinality
quantifìers). A monadic quantifier QH is completely determined by
a class H of w-tuples of cardinals. Its interpretation is given by:

iff (Kae^IEN^)}!,..., l{»e A |9l \=<pn(oo)}\) e
5.1. DEFINITION. - Let If be a fìxed class of M-tuples of cardinals: we say that oc< oo is an extreme (for thè i-fh coordinate) in3
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for every /?< a there exist /?', ylt ..., y n _j such that /?<^'<a and
Thus, a and a' are consecutive extremes iff [a, a') is a maximal
interval with thè property that for every yx , . . . , yn_i either (y-J x
X...x[a, a')x... x{yB_j} is contained in JET or is contained in thè
complement of H.
For thè rest of this section, H will be an arbitrary but fìxed
class of w-tuples of cardinals. We fìrst see that if Lmm(QH] is (co, co)compact, then H has a very particular form.
5.2. THEOBEM. - If thè logic Laxo(QH} is (co, a>)-compact, then H
is a, finite union of products of intervals.
PEOOF. - It is enough to prove that, for every coordinate, there
are only fìnitely many extremes: then H is a union of products
of intervals of thè kind [a, a'), where a and a' are extremes for thè
appropriate coordinate.
So, suppose by contradiction that there are infinitely many
extremes for thè *-th coordinate: from them we can extract an
increasicg sequence (<xk)ke(0 of consecutive extremes.
Let now W be a model <J., co, <, flt ...,/„, #> such that < is
thè order on co, each /,- is a function from A to co and g is a binary
function such that for every fc e co g(Tc, — ) is injective from /~ x (fc)
into /7'(& + 1) and moreover, for every jfc e co,

ifE (f-l(Jc), .,.ìf~1(Jc + 1), ..., /^(fc)) £ H
(this is possible since we can choose /,- in such a way that
l/fWi = o»).
By (co, co)-compactness, there exists a model SS = Z5t with a
non-standard element e in thè order <: choose o in such a way
that |/7a(c)| is minimum: by thè i-theory of 51 we have that

(/7V- 1), ..., /:>- 1), ..., O- 1)) eff
iff (/r^-l),...,/-1^),...,/:^-!
but this is absurd, as I/7V)! = l/?1^ — 1)|.
This method of proof is more generai than thè one given in
[Lpl, Proposition 5.2], which uses ultraproducts; however thè former
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is inspired by thè latter. For thè case n = 1 Theorem 5.2 was
already stated with a hint of thè proof in [Lp3, Theorem 2].
Now we prove that in most cases thè zl-closure of a logic genenerated by a monadic quantifier is equivalent to thè Zl-closure
of a logic generated by cardinality quantifìers (we conjecture that
this is true for every monadic quantifier).
5.3. THEOREM. - If H is a finite union of products of intervals,
then A^L^QH)) = A(V{La^Qa} \oì» is an extreme for Hì for some
coordinate}). In particular, this is true if JJ<O<O(QH} is (co, co)-compact.
PROOF. - L(oa)(Qiì) is indeed a sublogic of V {Lmo>(QK} \ is an
extreme for H, for some coordinate}.
For thè converse, for every i with !<*<w, let <xiti (l<j<mi+l)
be thè extremes for H for thè i-th coordinate, arranged in increasing
order: we say that thè cardinals (3iti (1<*<I&, l < ? < W j ) are a
grating for H iff for every i and j with !<$<w, and l < j < m f ,
(iitie [Xi,jj otiti+1). Clearly, if <piti (!<*<w, l < j < w & f ) are formulas
of Lambii}, and q>i}(x) =xp{}>(%} for j<j', then thè property that
|{a?|9?tj,-(a?)}l (!<*<w, l < j < m i ) is a grating for H is expressible
by a sentence of _£«>«>($#).
Now, thè condition that 7 e [<xh>k, aft>fc+1) is equivalent to both:
(i) whenever fiiti (!<*<%, l < j < ^ i ) is a grating for .H",
then it stili remains a grating when we replace (3h}7c with y, and
leave thè other /S's unchanged; and
(ii) there is a grating /?i;3- (!<*<w, l<j< / m i ) such that we
stili have a grating when we replace fth>k with 7, and leave thè other
jS's unchanged;
and this shows that, if a = a ft>ft and a'— aft>fc+1, then ia)o)(Q[a,a')) is
a sublogic of A(L(oa)(QH)). Since this can be done for every h
and fc, we can express every sentences of Lm<0(QK) by a sentence
of A{Lat<o(Qn)}i if &>« is an extreme for H, for some coordinate.
5.4. COROLLART. - If La>o)(QH) is (co, o^-compact, then it enjoys
exactly thè same compactness properties of V {Lcoa>(Qa.) \ is an extreme
for H, for some coordinate}. Indeed, this is true for ali properties
preserved by A-closure and talcing sublogics.
PROOF. - This follows from Theorem 5.2 and thè fact that
J-closure preserves ali compactness properties.
5.5. PROPOSITION. - If H is a union of <x products of intervals, then LXW(QH} enjoys exactly thè same compactness properties of
\/{Lx(o(Q<x)\(Oc<. is an extreme for H, for some coordinate}.
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The proof of Proposition 5,5 is a generalization of thè above
arguments, by using a forni of zl-closure allowing infìnitely many
constants, relations and functions. On thè contrary, a generalization of Theorem 5.2 is not possible (at least from some point on):
by results of [Ma], any logic is [/*, /a]-compact, for some cardinal ^,
if we assume Vopenka's principio; so that, e.g., Laxo(jRg) is [/*, /u]compact, for some /LI, where Eg is a quantifier such that Rgx(p(x}
means that |{a?[g?(a?)}| is a regnlar cardinal; but both regular and
singular cardinals are cofinal in thè universe.
5.6. PROBLEM. - Find thè fìrst cardinal A for which there exists
a class H of cardinals such that both H and its complement are
unbounded but Lm(!^(QH} is (A, A)-compact. ([A, A]-compact, respectively.)
By theorems of Magidor and Stavi [BP, XVIII, 1.5.11 and 1.5.15],
A is less than thè fìrst measurable (extendible, respectively).
However, if we want cardinality logics or inflnitary languages
to be compact we need much weaker hypotheses than Vopenka's
principle.
The following is immediate from Kunen's Lemma [KM, p. 156],
[Lpl, Proposition 6.5.1], and [Lp2, Theorem 6]. The proof of this
last thoorem is obtained as in Theorem 2.5 (viii) =
5.7. PKOPOSITION. - FOT every ordinai a, L^Q») is [/*, ^-compaci for ali but finiteli/ many measurable cardinals p.
5.8. COROLLARY. - If ihere are infinitely many measurable cardinals, ihen any logic generated by a finite number of cardinality
quantifiers is [//, /n]-compact for some /a.
If thè measurable cardinals form a proper class, tlien any infinitary logic Lap is f^, ^-compact for some /a.
The second part of Corollary 5.8 follows from [Lpl, Theorem
6.5.2]. Problems: try to obtain results similar to Corollary 5.8
for other kinds of logics. Is Lmm(Qa) (%, Pi;)-compact for ali but
fmitely many weakly compact cardinals?
Finally we notice an improvement of [Lpl, Theorem 3.9], whose
proof is exactly thè sanie (if Oc (L) — co, then two models are
-L-elementarily equivalent iff so are their reducts to any finite
type).
5.9. THEOKEM. - If L is 2co-(o>, co)-compact, Oc (L) = co, \A\
= \B\ co, and, for every finite rcr^i, Th (9^r) is superstable and
eiiher (i) does not nave thè finite cover property or (ii) some countable
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model has a proper L-complete extension of cardinality 2M, ihen
W = ,$$ ifì 2C = ».

6. - Conclusions.

The results of [MS], as well as subsequent ones, might give thè
impression that [A, //]-compactness is a much more naturai notion
than (A, /j)-compactness. Indeed, thè former is a very useful tool
for thè study of full compactness; moreover it may be very difficult to decide if a given logic L is (A,/a)-compact, while thè problem
of its [A, ^j-compactness is generally easier: for cardinality logics
thè former problem is stili open [BF, Chapter V], while thè latter
has a rather simple solution [Lp2]. Furthermore, of some theorems
proved for [A, (A\ no counterpart has been found yet
for (A, /^)-compactness; other theorems do have such counterparts,
but their proofs are much more involved, and are deeply influenced
by thè earlier proofs for thè [A,/<]-compact case; and—at least as
we are concerned—could not even have been found without them.
Nevertheless, however desirable full compactness is, it is very
rare and difficult to be found [Sh]: if we decide to renounce to it
and limit ourselves to « fragments » of compactness in order to have
at least a small amount of logics to deal with, we discover that
changing (A, /*)-compactness into [A, /«]-compactness gives a perhaps
excessive strengthening and cuts out a lot of logics (for example, Lo)(o(Qi) is (o>, co)-compact but not [co, co]-compact—thè exact
breaking point being explicitly given in Proposition 2.3), so that
(A, fi)-compactness stili remains an interesting concept deserving
further study, as it can be applied to a somewhat broader context.
More generally, our point of view is that restricting oneself to
logics satisfying desirable properties seems a rather strong requirement (producing a collapse to a one-element set if countable compactness and thè Lòwenheim-Skolem theorem are between thè
desirable properties) and that looking for thè notions and methods
of first order Model Theory which can be generalized to thè largest
possible amount of logics is as interesting as searching for logics,
maybe strange and unnatural, having thè Model Theory as similar
as possible to thè one of -£«>«.
Anyway, there is another reason for which (A, /A)-compactness
is worth of study, a reason in some way connected with large
cardinal axioms in Set Theory (this is no surprise: weakly and
strongly compact cardinals were indeed originally defìned in terms
of compactness properties of infìnitary languages).
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The results of Section 3 naturally lead to thè following identity:
(A, A)-compactness : weak compactness =
= [A, A]-compactness : measurability .
So that it is conceivable that (A, A)-compactness may be useful
for translating results involving measurable cardinals into properties of nmeh smaller cardinals, as well as for fìnding generalizations of measurability suitable for these cardinals (for thè interest
of such a process ve refer to [KM, e.g. p. 180 or thè last lines of
p. 105]). Concerning thè present paper, thè relation A ^ ^ , as a
strengthening of « every (A, A)-regular ultrafilter is (//, /^-regular »
may be interesting also from a set-theoretical point of view.
Finally, let us observe that many non elementary properties
have been akeady studied by classical Model Theory (cardinality,
omitting types, ...); thè new thing in Abstract Model Theory seems
to be just in looking at what happens if one requires very few
naturai closure properties. This may explain why many « abstract »
results are implicit in or forerun by older classical ones.
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